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The issue: overlapping 
deposit workflows
- Regular stream of multi-authored, multi-institutional publications
- Multiple manuscript deposit processes required to ensure REF eligibility at each 
institution  ?with their associated chasing (where applicable)
The issue: overlapping 
deposit workflows
- Lots Of Copies Keep Stuff Safe  ?that is true. But:
/ƐŶ ?ƚƚŚŝƐƚŝŵĞ-consuming effort to ensure multiple deposits an inefficient way to 
address the deposit requirement?
Good news: deposit workflows 
can be simplified
http://publicationsrouter.blogs.edina.ac.uk/tag/repository-junction/
Potential issues:
- Publishers as 
content providers 
upon acceptance?
- Sufficiently 
widespread uptake 
among data 
providers and data 
consumers?
DƵůƚŝƉůĞĚĞƉŽƐŝƚ ?ĨŝǆĞĚ ? ?but 
some other issues remain
Researchers moving across UK institutions raise multiple issues:
x Evolving affiliations on publications while in transit
x Previous publications automatically imported into new system  ?showing 
unevenness of deposit patterns
x Funding sources left behind: whose role is it to deal with the APC payments?
So could we deal with networking 
needs on a P2P manner?
We're actually doing it on a daily basis, but the effort's not easily scalable --> too many 
publications and affiliation switches!
Open Access Scotland WG 
- Face-to-face meetings 
twice a year & mailing list
- Strong cross-institutional 
co-authorship patterns
https://oascotland.wordpress.com/members/
Re-use of deposits: pros and cons
There is value in gradually persuading researchers of including systematic deposit of 
accepted manuscripts in their publishing workflow
Strong and periodically renewed advocacy is required though, thus favouring research-
intensive HEIs with larger OA teams
Some suggestions/ideas
 Could the Jisc Pub Router take accepted manuscripts from institutions besides 
publisher-provided content?
 Could CORE offer any assistance for easily identifying which manuscripts are 
already available in time for REF policy compliance?
 Could the network nodes become more easily identifiable, maybe with some 
help from UKCoRR?
http://www.paulwalk.net/2015/10/20/cooperative-open-access-exchange-coax/
/ŶƚŚĞŵĞĂŶƚŝŵĞ ?
Early testing local P2P networking with institutions involved in strong 
co-authorship patterns
Early testing support workflows for newly arrived researchers in a joint way with the 
previous institution Æ aiming to bridge the gap
